DISCLAIMER
Portions of this document may be illegible in electronic image products. Images are produced from the best available original document. INTRODUCTION STDY-3 performs a complete steady-state, parallel channel thermal analysis of a rectangular water channel core with a plate-type fuel element. The digital code performs enthalpy and temperature r i s e calculations for the core average channel from input parameters. Two-phase core pressure drop calculations a r e performed using the latest equations a s described in Section II (Programmed Equations). These calculations include the pressure drop effects of acceleration, elevation, friction, and entrance and exit. is'"the average heat flux in the channel (Btu/hr-ft ) , F'ave is the average engineering hot channel factor (includes fuel density, thickness, ,and eccentricity), usually 1.8 for the average ohannel,
11.

PROGRAMMED EQUATIONS
is the ratio of the average heat flux at the jth elevation to the average heat flux in the channel, Tsat is the saturation temperature, T i s the fluid temperature in section' j, j P is the system pressure (psia).
Local boiling is not considered for pressure drop purposes if it exists based on local factors only.
E. Hot Channel Pressure Drop and Plenum Factor
It is customary in parallel channel analysis to equate the pressure drop across channels in order to determine the distribution of flow. It is recognized that this may lead to some error if a point of exactly uniform static pressure common to all parallel channels is not chosen as a reference both up and down The general plenum equation programmed is: By substitutions in the above equation, the following additional forms a r e possible: 
The five DNB equations are presently programmed into  .the particular equation;used is controlled by the equation choice number, the j section enthalpy, the channel flow, and the system pressure.
where L is the distance from the channel entrance to the center of the ~i~ section and S is the channel thickness.
The following chart illustrates the DNB equation used for each combination of problem parameters. .
.. .. The hot channel DNB ratio is calculated using one of the five DNB equations and the following: If @LO < 1 in the above equations; @ LO is set equal to. one.
L. Second-Pass ,Inlet Conditions
Second-pass inlet enthalpy is calculated by the following equations:
where AH is the first-pass AC enthalpy rise, Fa is the fracti0.n of flow hehted, M is the mixing factor, AC is the average channel, HC is the hot channel, (2) is the first or second pass.
I
Second-pass hot channel inlet enthalpy is calculated by Eq (1) if the input value FAT (mix) is zero, and Eq
III. INPUT -OUTPUT OPTIONS
Three input options a r e available as follows: should be included. This set of cards must be placed between the normal set of input cards and'the blank card.
2) Axial variation of the heat transfer coefficient may be accomplished by entering a (2) in column 59 on the input control card (Card 2). Heat transfer coefficient multipliers must then be entered for each axial j point for each channel. These values are entered lO/card ( format 'm~)
Every card but the last of the set must contain 10 values. No card number'should be included. his selection also activates the axial variation of channel roughness option. Therefore, both sets of extra input cards must accompany this selection; roughness cards are followed by heat transfer multiplier cards. These card sets must be placed between the normal set of input cards and the blank card. Three output options are available as follows:
1) ' A special hot channel edit* containing the following items may be obtained by entering a (1) in column 65 on the input control card (Card 2). This special edit contains: 2 a) f/fiso, aLG p, vb, fiso (for each j elevation), and fis6, sat (for the channel);
and the parameters are defined as follows:
f/fiso Friction factor ratio for heating and local boiling 3) A complete channel edit may be obtained for each flow step in the G vs AP table. The information at each step will be identical to that produced for the hot channel solution. This option may be activated by instructing the computer operator to depress sense switch 3. Using this option doubles the normal problem running time.
IV. INPUT FORM PREPARATION
The STDY input forms a r e shown in Appendix I. Any other form containing a similar format may be used to submit problems for computation. These forms are not.interchangeab1e with input forms for previous versions of STDY. Instructions for completing the forms fullow.
A. STDY Input Form (Page 1)
Title Card -Card 1 contains the eight-digit problem number and the code name STDY-3. Any alpha-numeric identification information may be placed in the center spaces (columns 13 to 65).
Control Card -Card 2 contains sixteen items of the following form:
1) #P Number of system pressures to be read from Card 3 (range: 1 through 5).
2) #G Number of normal channel flows to be read from Cards 4 and 5 (range: 1 through 5).
3) #T
Number of first-pass inlet temperatures to be read from Card 6 (range: 1 through 5).
4) #P(
Number of channel heat flux variations to be read from Cards 71 to 75 a s necessary (range: 1 through 5).
5) NP
Number of passes (1 or 2).
6) N1C
Number of first-pass channels (range: 1, 2, or 3).
7) N2C
Number of second-pass channels. Must be zern fnr nne-pass cores p rang^; Q, 1, 2, or 3).
8) J
Number of axial sections for heat transfer purposes (range; 2 through 30).
' ) Kclad Thermal conductivity of clad for meat temperature calculations (~h t / h r -f t -O~) .
l o ) Kmeat Thermal conductivity of meat for meat temperature calculations @tu/hr-ft-OF). (2) is the first or second pass, respectively.
14) Starting
Multiplier applied to the average channel flow to obtain the starting flow for the HC Hot channel solution selection (1, 2, or 3). A solution is defined as an intersection of the curve through the hot channel G vs A P points .and the average channel pressure drop times the plenum factor line.. This intersection may. occur more than once for a particular problem. Channel .Description Cards -(Cards 81 through 86). One to six cards a r e supplied (equal to the number of channels) containing the following information:
THKave is the channel average thickpess (in.).
THKloc is the channel local thickness (in. These constants a r e used to describe the channel friction factor by the following equation:
where Re is the Reynold's Number.
THKclad is the clad thickness (in.).
THKmeat is the meat thickness (in.) (g and h may be left blank for normal channels).
a: is the entrance area ratio. in 0 is the exit area ratio. out These 0 terms a r e used to calculate the configuration accelerations at the entrance and exit of the chuulel (smaller areabarger area).
?$ ave is the average hot channel factor affecting heat flux (must be supplied for all channels).
io thc local hot chnnncl factor affecting hcat flux (may bc left blajc for normal channels).
Plenum Cards -(Cards 91 through 94) Zero to four plenum cards must be supplied depending on the number of hot channels. These cards contain the K values as used in the following equation':
where HC is the hot channel and AC is the average channel. These cards also contain the M factors necessary to the previously described second-pass inlet enthalpy equations.
Axial Flux Weighting Cards -(Cards 0 1 through 18) One to eighteen fl(z) cards must be supplied as the last set of input. These values weight the average heat flux axially. One value for each axial point (J) for each channel must be supplied. These values are supplied up to ten/card; a new card is begun for each channel.
One blank card must follow each complete set of input data. This blank card is checked by the machine; if not supplied, the problem will be rejected. Successive problems may be submitted by stacking the sets of input data.
Certain input form blanks show a decimal point while certain others show a decimal and a sign.
Valyes supplied in these spaces must go directly to the right or left of &e decimal. The spaces to the 6 right of a sign are available for powers of ten (e.g., 2.200 + 06 is interpreted as 2.2 x 10 ); blank spaces a r e interpreted by the machine to be zeros.
V. ESTIMATED RUNNING TIME Problem running time, neglecting program loading, may be estimated by the following formula:
Running time (minutes) = 0.009 (#P -1)
The above quantities a r e seven of the first eight values entered on Card 2 for the problem in question.
VI. SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT
Sample input and output sheets a r e shown in Appendix IT.
The STDY-3 code i s designed to operate on an IBM-704 computer having a core storage of 16,384
words, an on-line card reader, an on-line 716 printer, one logical drum, and from one to three tape units.
In addition, an off-line 717 printer i s required.
1) The on-line printer board must be Share-2.
2) Tapes are normally only a blank 5 for problem output. If sense switch 3 option is requested, ready a blank 6.
3) Sense switches are normally all up. Switch 3 is down if requested.
4)
Ready the card reader with the self-loading program deck followed by the data deck(s). One blank card must follow each data set.
5) Push the CLEAR and LOAD CARDS buttons.
6) End of run is signaled by a read select on the card reader and an "end of this problem" printed on line.
7)
Output is normally only on tape 5. No rewind or end-of-file operations a r e programmed. A manual end-of-file should be written on the output tape before rewinding.
The code checks input cards for obvious errors. If an e r r o r is found, the substance of the e r r o r i s printed on-line and the remainder of that particular problem input i s run through the card reader. When a blank card is encountered, the erroneous problem i s assumed to cease and a new problem to begin. A blank card at the end of eachproblem is therefore absolutely necessary t o the proper functioning of this program.
To transfer computer control to the logical beginning of the program (to start a new problem or retry an old one), ready the data cards in the card reader and manually transfer to location (00155); (program tape), or location (00024)8 (program cards).
An estimated maximum running time is printed on-line for each problem. If a particular problem runs more than 5 minutes over the estimated time, an e r r o r should be assumed and the problem stopped,'
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